Many organs, such as the liver, neural tube, and lung, form by the precise remodeling of flat epithelial sheets into tubes. Here we investigate epithelial tubulogenesis in Drosophila melanogaster by examining the development of the dorsal respiratory appendages of the eggshell. We employ a culture system that permits confocal analysis of stage 10 -14 egg chambers. Time-lapse imaging of GFP-Moesinexpressing egg chambers reveals three phases of morphogenesis: tube formation, anterior extension, and paddle maturation. The dorsalappendage-forming cells, previously thought to represent a single cell fate, consist of two subpopulations, those forming the tube roof and those forming the tube floor. These two cell types exhibit distinct morphological and molecular features. Roof-forming cells constrict apically and express high levels of Broad protein. Floor cells lack Broad, express the rhomboid-lacZ marker, and form the floor by directed cell elongation. We examine the morphogenetic phenotype of the bullwinkle (bwk) mutant and identify defects in both roof and floor formation. Dorsal appendage formation is an excellent system in which cell biological, molecular, and genetic tools facilitate the study of epithelial morphogenesis. D
Introduction
Epithelial morphogenesis is the means by which flat sheets of cells transform into more complex shapes. This process occurs widely throughout animal development and is essential to the construction of the body. Epithelial morphogenesis drives early fundamental developmental events such as gastrulation and neurulation and is vital for the later formation of virtually all organs, including the skin, respiratory system, mammary glands, and digestive, urinary, and reproductive tracts (Fristrom, 1988; Kolega, 1986; von Kalm et al., 1995) .
During morphogenesis, flat epithelial sheets remodel into many different shapes, including pockets, spheres, and tubes. Epithelial tubulogenesis has been studied in many organisms and entails diverse mechanisms such as budding, wrapping, and cavitation (Hogan and Kolodziej, 2002; Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003) . Nonetheless, many questions remain about the regulation and execution of epithelial tubulogenesis. How, for example, are the actions of cells forming different parts of the tube coordinated, and how is tube elongation accomplished? These questions may be addressed by investigating the behavior of cells that secrete the dorsal appendages, specialized respiratory structures of the Drosophila melanogaster eggshell (Hinton, 1969; Spradling, 1993) . Each dorsal appendage consists of a long cylindrical stalk of highly porous chorion proteins with a flattened plastron (or ''paddle'') at the tip, which is thought to function as a gill when the egg chamber is submerged in water or rotting fruit (Hinton, 1969; Margaritis et al., 1980; Spradling, 1993) .
To create the two dorsal appendages, two groups of cells in the egg chamber reorganize and change shape, altering from flat sheets into tubes. The dorsal-appendage-forming cells then secrete eggshell proteins into the tube lumens. During eggshell maturation, these chorion proteins are crosslinked; the dorsal-appendage-forming cells slough off, revealing the chorionic dorsal appendages inside (Spradling, 1993) . Although the dorsal appendages are themselves acellular accumulations of chorion proteins on the eggshell, their morphology reflects the successful tubulogenesis of the cells that secreted them. Thus, dorsal appendage morphogenesis can serve as a simple model of epithelial tubulogenesis coupled with secretion, and therefore may shed light on the processes of kidney, liver, and breast development.
A number of technical advantages facilitate our studies of epithelial morphogenesis in this tissue. Synthesis of the dorsal appendages occurs rapidly during the last 10 h of oogenesis (Spradling, 1993) . Unlike many other instances of epithelial morphogenesis, dorsal appendage formation takes place without the complicating factors of cell division and cell death (King, 1970; King and Vanoucek, 1960; Nezis et al., 2002) . Instead, it relies exclusively on cell-shape changes and movement, allowing us to focus on these essential aspects of epithelial morphogenesis. The dorsalappendage-forming cells reside in an optically accessible location above the opaque yolk of the oocyte, allowing detailed image analysis by confocal microscopy. Furthermore, mutants with defective dorsal appendages provide insight into the mechanisms governing this morphogenetic process. Finally, sophisticated genetic studies have set the stage for analyses of dorsal appendage morphogenesis by illuminating the process by which the fate of the dorsal appendage-forming cells is initially determined (reviewed by Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Nilson and Schüpbach, 1999; Stevens, 1998) .
The patterning of the dorsal appendage-forming cells requires extensive communication between different cell types of the egg chamber. The egg chamber is composed of 16 interconnected germline cells-a single oocyte (Oo) and 15 support cells called nurse cells (NCs)-which are ensheathed by a layer of approximately 650 somatic cells called follicle cells ( Fig. 1G ; Margolis and Spradling, 1995; Spradling, 1993) . At the start of morphogenesis in stage 10B, the nurse cells occupy the anterior half of the egg chamber and are enclosed by a thin squamous epithelium of follicle cells called stretch cells (SCs; Figs. 1A and G V, not shown in AVand G). The oocyte, which occupies the posterior half of the egg chamber, is covered by an epithelial sheet of columnar-shaped follicle cells (Fig. 1G) . Signaling between and within these cell layers specifies two dorsal appendage primordia (Wasserman and Freeman, 1998) .
The positions of the bilaterally symmetric dorsal appendage primordia are asymmetric with respect to both the D-V and the A-P axes and are established by the convergence of two signaling pathways. The diffusible signal DPP (a BMP2/4 homolog in the TGF-h superfamily) emanates from the stretch cells anterior to the columnar epithelium and confers anterior fate (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Peri and Roth, 2000; Twombly et al., 1996) . A second signal, the TGF-a homolog Gurken (GRK) , is localized at the dorsal anterior corner of the oocyte and acts via the EGF-Receptor (EGFR) pathway to confer dorsal fate in the overlying follicle cells (reviewed in Nilson and Schüpbach, 1999) . These two signals overlap in a saddle-shaped zone at the dorsal anterior of the columnar epithelium. Next, feedback inhibition of EGFR signaling by Argos along the dorsal midline bisects the saddle-shaped zone into two primordia (Peri et al., 1999; Wasserman and Freeman, 1998) . By stage 10B, the combined actions of these molecules establish two dorsal appendage primordia near the anterior margin of the columnar follicular epithelium, one on either side of the dorsal midline (Fig. 1A) .
Despite the wealth of information concerning the specification of dorsal appendage cell fate, relatively little is known about the subsequent morphogenetic process. Appendage-patterning studies often emphasize early signaling events and eggshell endpoints but explore the intervening morphogenetic events in much less detail. In addition, many of the molecules required for dorsal appendage formation play a role during patterning, obscuring any possible function in morphogenesis.
Molecules that may function during epithelial morphogenesis in the egg chamber include certain cytoskeletal and adhesion proteins and their regulators. The homophilic celladhesion protein E-cadherin (ECAD) is required in the follicular epithelium for border-and centripetal-cell migration and may act in dorsal appendage formation as well (Niewiadomska et al., 1999) . Large follicle-cell clones lacking h PS integrin result in abnormal dorsal appendages, revealing a requirement for this class of cell-adhesion molecule (Duffy et al., 1998) . Mutations in genes that encode cytoskeletal elements such as nonmuscle myosin subunits, profilin, and villin produce aberrant dorsal appendages, although the latter two may affect morphogenesis via their role in patterning (Edwards and Kiehart, 1996; Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley, 1994b; Manseau et al., 1996) . Candidate regulators of dorsal appendage morphogenesis include the transcription factors Broad (Deng and Bownes, 1997) and Tramtrack-69 (French et al., 2003) and components of the Jun-N-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway (Dequier et al., 2001; Dobens et al., 2001; Suzanne et al., 2001) .
Only a few brief descriptions of dorsal appendage morphogenesis exist in the literature (King, 1970; reviewed in Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Spradling, 1993; Waring, 2000) . Many studies of late oogenesis have focused on other processes that occur concomitantly with dorsal appendage formation, such as nurse-cell 'dumping' and centripetal-cell migration. Starting in late stage 10B or early stage 11, the nurse cells undergo a programmed cell death process that begins with the rapid transfer or 'dumping' of their contents into the oocyte, which expands reciprocally (Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley, 1994a). At the same time, centripetal cells (cen), a subset of columnar follicle cells just anterior to the dorsal appendage primordia, move between the oocyte and the degenerating nurse cells (Fig. 1H) to seal off the anterior face of the oocyte. These cells form the anterior-most portion of the eggshell, called the operculum (Edwards and Kiehart, 1996; Spradling, 1993) . They collaborate with the border cells to form the micropyle, a hole for sperm entry (King, 1970; Margaritis, 1984; Montell et al., 1992) . While distinct from dorsal appendage formation, these processes influence the morphogenetic environment in which dorsal appendage formation takes place.
Morphogenetic analyses establish a framework for understanding the mechanisms governing normal developmental processes and provide vital context for interpreting the effects of genetic mutations and teratogenic agents. Here, we provide a detailed morphogenetic analysis of dorsal appendage formation using three complementary approaches. First, we directly observe the shape changes and movements of the dorsal-appendage-forming cells during wild-type morphogenesis using a GFP-Moesin fusion protein expressed throughout the follicular epithelia of cultured egg chambers. Second, we examine fixed tissue and correlate the cell-shape changes and movements observed in cultured egg chambers with the expression of molecular markers that identify the cells' patterning histories, allowing us to define an important link between patterning and the specific events of morphogenesis. Lastly, we employ these molecular and imaging tools to examine morphogenetic phenotypes in the bullwinkle (bwk) mutant, which patterns the dorsal appendage primordia normally but produces egg chambers with moose-antler-shaped dorsal appendages (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) . bullwinkle encodes an HMG-box containing putative transcription factor with homologues in human, mouse, nematode, and yeast (Rittenhouse, 1996; Berg et al., unpublished results) . Furthermore, bwk acts in the germline and regulates morphogenesis via a signaling pathway that is independent of the known TGF-a, EGFR-dependent process (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) . As such, it represents an excellent opportunity to investigate the mechanisms and regulation of morphogenesis.
Materials and methods

Fly stocks
For the culture studies, we employed GAL4 CY2 (Queenan et al., 1997) to drive expression of UAS-GFPMoesin (UAS-GMA; Bloor and Kiehart, 2001) (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) .
For studies of roof and floor formation in fixed egg chambers, we used flies bearing a 2.2-kb fragment of the rhomboid-1 promoter fused to lacZ (rho-lacZ R1.1 line, Ip et al., 1992) . While females homozygous for rho-lacZ lay a small proportion of ventralized eggs, heterozygotes produce egg chambers with wild-type dorsal appendages; heterozygotes were used for studies of fixed wild-type egg chambers unless otherwise noted. Since null bullwinkle mutants die as larvae, we examined egg chambers produced by females bearing a P-element-induced hypomorphic allele, bwk 151 , in trans to a deficiency, bwk D11 (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) , and also carrying the rho-lacZ marker (full genotype: w; ry 506 cv-c sbd bwk 151 /ry 506 bwk D11 e P[w+; rho-lacZ-R1.1]).
Notes on the rho-lacZ marker
The majority of the floor cells express rho-lacZ, but some do not due to variability of marker expression (diamonds, Figs. 4C and G) . The position of these gaps in h-Gal staining is random from one egg chamber to the next and thus is not likely to be significant. While this variability complicates the analysis in certain respects, it also produces clear cell boundaries, revealing cell morphology more distinctly than if all the cells stained uniformly. Furthermore, floor cells that lack cytoplasmic h-Gal expression usually exhibit nuclear staining (arrowhead, Fig. 3E ). Even floor cells that totally lack rho-lacZ expression (diamonds, Fig. 4C ) may be recognized based on other morphological and molecular criteria, such as elongated shape and apical morphology in early stage 11. At that stage, the floor precursors can be recognized by their distinctive trapezoidal apices ( Fig. 4B inset, magenta) , the adjacent roof cell apices are more isodiametric (Fig. 4B inset, green), and both can be distinguished from the unconstricted apices of the more posterior main-body follicle cells (Fig. 4B inset, light gray) .
We do not consider molecular markers such as Broad or rho-lacZ, which could be turned on and off by different cells during morphogenesis, to be lineage tracers. Although it is not currently possible to specifically monitor rho-lacZ or Broad-expressing cells in culture, our studies of fixed egg chambers support the idea that the roof and floor are formed by stable populations of cells (see Results).
Immunofluorescence and staging
Ovaries were fixed and stained as described previously (Jackson and Berg, 1999) , except that EDTA was omitted from all solutions to preserve E-cadherin staining and the final concentration of glycerol in the mounting medium was 80%.
The following antisera were used: rat monoclonal anti-DE-cadherin 'DCAD2' (1:50; Oda et al., 1994) , mouse monoclonal anti-Broad core antibody (1:1000, Emery et al., 1994) , and rabbit anti-h-galactosidase (1:3000, Cappel). Primary antibodies were detected using standard dilutions (1:100-1:500) of fluorescently labeled Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies from Molecular Probes. Complete details of these protocols are available upon request.
We staged egg chambers by DIC microscopy based on criteria described by Spradling (1993) , followed by confocal analysis of morphogenetic landmarks. This procedure worked well for all stages, although the transitions between late stage 11 and early stage 12 or late stage 12 and early stage 13 egg chambers are continua that cannot be precisely pinpointed. Because bwk egg chambers are often dumpless, we staged these samples by confocal analysis of morphogenetic landmarks coupled with DIC analysis of chorion deposition. The dorsal appendage chorion first becomes evident at the very end of stage 11 and is reinforced throughout stage 12.
Culture
Stage 10 -14 egg chambers were cultured using methods modified from Petri et al. (1979; Berg and Kiehart, unpublished;  see http://berglab.gs.washington.edu/culture/). Briefly, young females were placed in vials with yeast paste and males for 1 -2 days. Aluminum culture chambers were assembled with a gas-permeable membrane on the condenser side of the specimen (Kiehart et al., 1994) . Using a device to ensure a wrinkle-free surface, we mounted a circular piece of Teflon membrane (Standard Kit Model 5793, Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Yellow Springs, OH) over the hole in the chamber. We secured the membrane with a rubber O-ring (1/ 2WID Â 5/8WOD, ORB-014, -BUNA-N, Small Parts, Inc., Miami Lakes, FL). A thin (approximately 150 Am) uniform smear of high-vacuum grease (Dow Corning, # 976V-5.3 oz) was applied in a ring around the outer edge of the Teflon membrane, serving both as a seal and a spacer.
Next, ovaries were dissected in sterile room-temperature 1 Â Schneider's Drosophila medium (BRL-Gibco, # 350-1720AJ) and carefully separated into individual egg chambers, removing as much muscle sheath as possible. Large stage 10 egg chambers were selected and transferred by Drummond microcapillary pipette (25E, Drummond Scientific Co., Broomall, PA) into fresh medium, rinsed, then transferred onto the center of a clean cover slip (22 mm 2 , #1 or 1.5, Corning, Big Flats, NY). The observation chamber was then inverted so that the grease faced the cover slip and pressed lightly onto the cover slip to pick it up. After righting the chamber, the cover slip was pressed lightly, if necessary, to achieve flatness and a good seal. Samples mounted in this way were imaged through the cover slip on upright and inverted microscopes (see below). After mounting, imaging was initiated as soon as possible, although development sometimes did not resume for approximately 1 h.
An earlier study reported no developmental delay when egg chambers were cultured in the absence of imaging (Petri et al., 1979) . We observed variable and longer developmental times and occasional photobleaching when extensive imaging in the z-dimension, sometimes necessary for our morphogenetic analysis, was used. Robb's (1969) R-14 complete culture medium was also tested but did not produce significantly different results. 
Microscopy and image processing
Cultured ovaries were imaged with a Â40 Zeiss PlanApo 1.2 NA water immersion objective or a Â60 Nikon PlanApo 1.4 NA Oil objective on a BioRad MRC600 microscope and a Â40 Plan NeoFluar 1.3 NA Oil objective on a Zeiss LSM510 microscope. Fixed ovaries were imaged with a UV Â40 PlanApo 1.25 NA Oil objective on a Leica TCS/SP/MP microscope.
Images of cultured egg chambers were analyzed using Amira 2.0 (TGS, http://www.tgs.com/), the public-domain NIH Image software (developed at the U.S. National Institutes of Health and available at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ nih-image/), and 4-D Turnaround (http://www.loci.wisc.edu/ 4d/). Images of fixed triple-labeled egg chambers were analyzed in Image J (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Measurements of cell area and length were performed in Object Image, which permits tracing over 3D image stacks (http:// simon.bio.uva.nl/object-image.html). To evaluate differences in rho-lacZ cell length between wild-type and bwk egg chambers, we employed the t test for two population means with unknown and possibly unequal variances (Schiff and D'Agostino, 1996) . Figures were assembled in Adobe Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10, and movies made in Adobe Premiere 6.5.
Projections
For confocal z-series of fixed egg chambers, optical sections were collected 0.5-1 Am apart in the z-dimension. Because of the constraints of presenting 3D data on the twodimensional page, most of the data are presented as projections generated in Image J. It is important to emphasize that Fig. 3 . Three phases of cell-shape change by rho-lacZ cells produce the floor of the dorsal appendage. All panels show fixed rho-lacZ-expressing egg chambers with anterior at the upper left corner and a white line indicating the dorsal midline. Multiple optical sections are projected for each panel. (A) Dorsal view. In stage 10B, during the first phase of apical-basal elongation that distinguishes all dorsal-appendage-forming cells, the expression of rho-lacZ initiates at a low level in floor cell precursors. To detect this low level of expression, a higher gain setting must be used and higher background results. (B) Dorsal view, displaying both dorsal appendage primordia. In each primordium, the rho-lacZ cell stripe consists of two rows, one anterior and one medial (parallel to white midline). By early stage 11, the rho-lacZ cells in the anterior row begin the floor-specific late phase of elongation (direction of elongation indicated by red arrows). Medial rho-lacZ cells initiate elongation shortly thereafter. A representative cell is outlined in yellow at each time point. (C -F) Lateral views, displaying a single dorsal appendage primordium. (C -E) The floor precursors continue their dramatic elongation (red arrows) until, during stage 12, the apices of cells in the anterior row meet the apices of medial row cells. (E) When cells from these two rows meet, they form a continuous floor under the roof cells. In late stage 12, the floor-forming rho-lacZ cells form a 'candy cane'-shaped array and, like the roof cells, begin to move towards the anterior (direction of movement indicated by orange arrow). rho-lacZ is expressed at variable levels in the floor cells; randomly positioned floor cells display only nuclear expression (e.g., arrowhead in E), while others lack the marker entirely (diamond in E) but are flanked by marked cells. (F) In stage 13, the rho-lacZ cells reverse their earlier elongation and shorten. This process helps to create the shape of the mature appendage, which has a narrow stalk and a wide paddle (outlined in blue; the base of the dorsal appendage is outside the field of view).
projections show information that exists in several planes. For this reason, merged images generated from two projections must be interpreted with care; colocalization can only be assigned based on evaluation of single optical sections. Some of the original z-series are available as movies in Supplementary Materials; z-series not featured there are available upon request.
Reslices
The insets in Figs. 2N and 4D and the images in Movie 4 Part 1 feature reslices of z-series data generated in NIH Image, Image J, and Amira 2.0, respectively. Software reslices display information orthogonal to the original collection plane. We noted that single confocal sections occasionally display round cell sections that might be interpreted as comprising local double layering of the roof-forming epithelium, a prediction stemming from the King model. We performed reslice analyses of confocal z-series and demonstrated that such images merely transect the epithelium at an angle (see Movie 4). Contrary to the King model, the roof of the tube is a simple monolayer in which every cell spans the entire distance from the basal lamina to the nascent lumen. The floor, too, consists of a monolayer (Fig. 3) .
Results
We employed time-lapse confocal imaging of live egg chambers coupled with analyses of fixed, stained tissues to define the morphogenetic events that produce the dorsal appendages. The appendages develop from two primordia that originate near the anterior of the columnar follicular epithelium, flanking the dorsal midline (Fig. 1A) . The morphogenetic transformations exhibited by cells in these two primordia, which will generate the left and right dorsal appendages, are symmetrical and mirror each other across the dorsal midline. For simplicity, we will describe the morphogenesis of a single primordium.
We observe three main phases of dorsal appendage morphogenesis. Phase 1: tube formation. In stages 10B, 11, and early 12, the single-layered epithelium transforms into a tube oriented along the A-P axis. Phase 2: anterior extension. From midstage 12 through 13, the tube extends anteriorly over the nurse chamber. Phase 3: paddle maturation. In stages 13 and 14, cells in the distal (anterior) region of the tube remodel and secrete the flattened ''paddle.'' Chorion secretion into the tube lumens begins in very late stage 11; the majority occurs during stages 12-14.
Phase 1: tube formation
Roof forms by apical constriction Morphogenesis begins at stage 10B when cells in the dorsal anterior region of the follicular epithelium elongate such that their apical -basal height increases, forming a thickened region of the epithelium called a placode (Fristrom, 1988; King and Koch, 1963) . To visualize this elongation and subsequent events directly, we employed time-lapse confocal microscopy of cultured egg chambers expressing UAS-GFP-Moesin in all the follicle cells under control of the CY2-GAL4 driver (Bloor and Kiehart, 2001; Dutta et al., 2002; Queenan et al., 1997) . GFP-Moesin binds filamentous actin in the cell cortex without deleterious effects and is an excellent reagent for visualizing morphogenesis in living tissue (Dutta et al., 2002; Edwards et al., 1997; Kiehart et al., 2000) . The thickening of the dorsal anterior region during stage 10B contrasts markedly with the coincident thinning and spreading of the remainder of the columnar follicular epithelium, which occurs to accommodate the increasing oocyte volume during transfer of cytoplasm (dumping) from the nurse cells. This early elongation and subsequent morphogenetic events can be seen in Movie 1 Part 1.
The dorsal appendage primordium is made up of two cell types whose behavior, morphology, and gene expression patterns diverge after the early elongation of placode formation (Figs. 1A -F vs. AV -FV ). These two populations form the roof and the floor of the cellular tube encircling the dorsal appendages and can be distinguished by early stage 11. By the end of the tube formation phase, roof cells cover the dorsal surface of the forming appendage, while floor cells line the ventral surface. To explain the subsequent steps of dorsal appendage formation, we will first give a morphological and molecular account of the roof cells, followed by a similar analysis of the floor cells.
Immediately after elongating, the roof precursor cells within each dorsal appendage primordium change from columnar to wedge-shaped by constricting their apices (a), which in this epithelium are oriented toward the interior, adjacent to the oocyte (Figs. 1H and HV ). The adherens junctions encircle each cell just basal to the apical cell surface. These junctions are labeled intensely with both GFP-Moesin and rhodamine -phalloidin, indicating a high concentration of filamentous actin (Figs. 2C and F) . We take advantage of these brightly stained adherens junctions to determine the shape of the apical portions of dorsal-appendage-forming cells. Apical morphology distinguishes dorsal appendage cells from their neighbors more clearly than basal surface views and even differentiates floor from roof cells as early as stage 11 (see Materials and methods). Apical constriction is best appreciated by examining confocal sections that descend from the basal surface of the epithelium. Such a z-series, shown in Movie 1 Part 2, reveals the decreasing roof cell diameter as one approaches the apical surface (See Movie 1 Part 2 and stills excerpted in Figs. 2D -F ; apical area early11 = 56 Am 2 , SD = 25, n = 42; basal area early11 = 164 Am 2 , SD = 22, n = 22). We also visualize adherens junctions by detecting the key constituent protein E-cadherin (ECAD) by immunocytochemistry. By imaging cell apices in fixed tissue with this reagent, we find that apical constriction is patterned both in space and time. Apical constriction does not happen syn-chronously in all roof-forming cells but rather occurs progressively in a defined manner. In late stage 10B, cells at the anterior and medial edges of the population initiate apical constriction (black and white arrowheads, respectively, in Fig. 2I inset) ; and in early stage 11, cells located posterior and lateral of them follow suit (Figs. 2J and K) . Even when apical constriction is well underway, cells at the posterior of the population remain less constricted (arrowheads in Figs. 2J  and K) .
After the roof population constricts apically, it narrows mediolaterally and lengthens anterior -posteriorly. Whereas in early stage 11, the roof cell population is elongated mediolaterally (= left-right ; Fig. 1B) ; by the end of stage 11, it is more circular (Fig. 1C) . This reconfiguration can be detected at the level of the roof cell apices where an initially almond-shaped array (Fig. 2K) transforms into a short, anteriorly directed triangle (Figs. 2L and M) . During this reorganization, the roof cells constrict their apices further; by late stage 11, they are twofold smaller than in early stage 11 (apical area late11 = 25 Am 2 , SD = 7, n = 32; Figs. 2M vs. K). This continued constriction reduces the overall mediallateral extent of the population. Roof-forming cells may also intercalate during this process (see Discussion). The observed change in shape of the roof cell array is important for the proper narrowing of the nascent tube and for proper anteriorposterior orientation during its subsequent elongation.
Roof cells express high levels of Broad
To relate these morphological events to known molecular markers for dorsal-appendage-forming fate, we doublestained egg chambers with rhodamine -phalloidin, which binds filamentous actin, and with antibodies against the conserved core domain of the Broad protein (Emery et al., 1994) . broad (br) encodes a zinc-finger transcription factor required for dorsal appendage formation (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Tzolovsky et al., 1999) . During late oogenesis, BR responds to both the EGFR and TGF-h pathways and provides a read-out for the intersection of these two signaling processes during patterning (Deng and Bownes, 1997) . Hence, from stage 10B on, BR is often used as a fate marker for the dorsal-appendage-forming follicle cells. We find, however, that only a specific subset of the dorsal-appendage-forming cells expresses high levels of Broad during morphogenesis-namely, the roof-forming cells. The roof precursors (hereafter called 'high-Broad cells,' Fig. 2G , outlined by solid line; Fig. 2H ) express elevated levels of BR before apical constriction and throughout the morphogenetic process (for example, Figs. 1A -F and AV-F V and Movie 2). In contrast, main-body follicle cells express lower levels of BR (Fig. 2G, not outlined) . Cells on the dorsal midline and in several rows at the dorsal anterior of the columnar epithelium, which eventually overlie the operculum, express negligible levels of BR (Fig. 2G , outlined by dashed line; Tzolovsky et al., 1999) Although Broad protein is expressed at high levels in the roof-forming cells described thus far, it fails to mark the cells that form the floor portion of the tube. Moreover, reagents that label filamentous actin, both in live and fixed tissue, resolve these (ventral) floor cells poorly. This property may result from several attributes of these cells: a more diffuse distribution of filamentous actin, a deeper location within the tissue, or an extremely thin morphology.
Visualizing floor cells with rho-lacZR1.1
Since markers that highlight the actin cytoskeleton failed to label clearly those cells that create the floor of the tube, we looked for other ways to visualize floor formation. We identified a marker that labels the floor-forming cells: rhomboid-lacZR1.1 (rho-lacZ). In this construct, a 2.2-kb fragment of the rhomboid-1 promoter drives expression of a lacZ reporter (Ip et al., 1992) . The rhomboid-1 gene is expressed in a subset of follicle cells where it is required for the amplification and refinement of EGFR signaling activity that produces two groups of dorsal-appendage-fated cells (Bang and Kintner, 2000; Lee et al., 2001; Nilson and Schüpbach, 1999; Peri and Roth, 2000; Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993; Urban et al., 2001 Urban et al., , 2002 Wasserman and Freeman, 1998) . The rhomboid-lacZR1.1 reporter differs from the endogenous rhomboid-1 gene in several useful respects. First, the spatial extent of expression is more restricted. rhomboid-1 mRNA is expressed initially in a 'saddle'-shaped domain encompassing all the dorsal-appendageforming cells (Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993) . We find that the rho-lacZ reporter, however, is expressed exclusively in floor-forming cells (see below). Second, the time window of reporter expression is shorter and more specific to dorsal appendage formation. While rhomboid-1 is expressed before morphogenesis begins, starting at stage 9 of oogenesis (Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993) , rho-lacZ turns on in stage 10B (Sapir et al., 1998 , and this work) and remains on through stage 14 (Fig. 3 and data not shown) . Furthermore, although the Rhomboid protein is localized to apical membranes (Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993) , h-Galactosidase driven by the rho-lacZ reporter fills the cytoplasm, facilitating observation of the elaborate shape changes that floor-forming cells undergo during morphogenesis.
Although we have not performed a lineage analysis of floor precursors, the floor of the tube appears to be constructed by a stable population of rho-lacZ-positive cells. After a phase in late stage 10B and early stage 11 during which rho-lacZ expression is still initiating (Fig. 3A) , the number of rho-lacZ cells per dorsal appendage primordium stabilizes at 10 -15 cells (mean wt = 11.3 cells/appendage, SD = 1.8, n = 418 cells from 37 appendages). At least some of the observed range in rho-lacZ cell number derives from the reporter's variable and patchy expression (see Materials and methods). The shape changes and movements exhibited by the rho-lacZ cells form a tight sequence that proceeds incrementally through both space and time (Fig. 1AV-F V) . We describe these behaviors in more detail below.
rho-lacZ cells border high-Broad population at the beginning of morphogenesis rho-lacZ turns on in stages 10B and early 11 in two hinge ('G')-shaped domains, one on either side of the dorsal midline (Figs. 3A, B and 4C ; Sapir et al., 1998) . To simplify the discussion, we describe the behaviors of cells in a single primordium; mirror-image processes occur on either side of the dorsal midline. Each 'G' of rho-lacZ cells is composed of a stripe of cells, one cell wide, which bends through 90j at the dorsal anterior corner. Within the stripe, a medial row of approximately 5 -7 cells runs parallel to the dorsal midline (i.e., from posterior to anterior, Fig. 1BV ; outlined in purple in Fig. 4C) , and an anterior row of roughly 6-8 cells is oriented perpendicular to the midline (i.e., from medial to lateral = dorsal to ventral; Fig. 1BV ; outlined in red in Fig. 4C) .
Before morphogenesis begins, all follicle cells express BR (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Tzolovsky et al., 1999) but from stage 10B until the end of oogenesis, the rho-lacZ follicle cells consistently lack BR staining (e.g., Fig. 4D inset) . Throughout dorsal appendage formation, the rho-lacZ floor precursors remain physically adjacent to the high-Broad roof precursors (Fig. 1A -F) . During the earliest events of dorsal appendage formation, for example, in stages 10B and 11, rholacZ floor cells directly abut the dorsal and anterior margins of the high-Broad (roof) population. This 3D configuration is best appreciated by examining the z-series shown in Movie 2 (single section excerpted in Fig. 4D ).
Directed cell elongation forms floor
How do the rho-lacZ cells come to lie underneath the roof cells? Initially, the anterior row of rho-lacZ cells resides posterior to several rows of centripetal cells (Fig. 1G) . As the centripetal cells migrate down between the oocyte and the nurse cells (Figs. 1H and 4D inset) , the rho-lacZ cells are pulled forward until the anterior row of rho-lacZ cells reaches the anterior margin of the columnar epithelium (Fig.  1I) . These movements cause the anterior row of rho-lacZ cells to tilt relative to the surface of the egg chamber such that their apices lie posterior of their basal surfaces (Fig. 4D  inset) . This process positions the cells to begin their posterior-ward elongation. Next, the rho-lacZ cells begin a phase of pronounced elongation to form the floor. This floor-specific elongation is subsequent to the elongation that all dorsal-appendageforming cells undergo in stage 10B. This second phase of elongation ('late elongation') begins in stage 11, while the high-Broad roof cell apices assume a triangular configuration (Figs. 4B and C vs. F and G) . Late elongation creates the floor of the tube and involves the coordinated movement of rho-lacZ cells from both anterior and medial rows of the 'G' hinge, as described below.
In stage 11, the rho-lacZ cells in the anterior row of the 'G' begin to extend underneath the high-Broad cells (Fig.  1BV, arrow; Fig. 1H; Fig. 3B, arrows) . The medial row of rho-lacZ cells soon undergoes a similar elongation (Fig. 1CV (Figs. 1CVand 3C) . During elongation, the rho-lacZ cells constrict their basal surfaces, drop their nuclei below the high-Broad cells, and extend their apices, stretching the cytoplasm thin in the process (Figs. 1H, I , and 4D inset). In late stage 11 and early stage 12 egg chambers, the floor cells form a 'fan' (Figs. 1CVand  3D) . By late stage 12, the floor cells compose a 'candy cane'-shaped array, which is two cells wide at the anterior and one cell wide at the posterior (Figs. 1DVand 3E ). This layer of elongated rho-lacZ cells forms the floor underneath the high-Broad roof cells and in so doing completes the basic topography of the tube (Fig. 1J and JV).
Phase 2: anterior extension
Unlike the Drosophila malpighian tubules and the mammalian kidney, which elongate by cell division (Ainsworth et al., 2000; Schö ck and Perrimon, 2002) , the dorsal appendages lengthen exclusively by cell shape-change and movement. After the roof-and floor-forming cells form a tube, they move anteriorly over the nurse chamber. This movement, which takes place in stages 12 and 13, lengthens the tube inside which chorion will be secreted; thus, anterior extension creates dorsal appendages of normal dimensions. We examined this anterior-extension process in cultured egg chambers (Figs. 5A -C) . Underneath the constricted apices of the advancing roof cells, the lumen grows from posterior to anterior (arrowheads mark anterior limit of lumen in Figs. 5E and F). Beneath the lumen, the floor cells also move anteriorly. This anterior movement of the rho-lacZ cells stretches the formerly 'fan'-shaped array into a 'candy cane' shape in late stage 12 (Figs. 1C V, D V, 3D , and E).
As the floor-forming rho-lacZ cells move anteriorly, they contact two distinct substrates. Until late stage 12, the rho-lacZ cells rest entirely on top of the centripetal cells (Figs. 1H and I and data not shown) . Only in late stage 12, when anterior extension is underway, do the rho-lacZ cells begin to move anterior of the centripetal cells over the nurse cells. Even at this stage, however, the posterior-most rho-lacZ cells, those formerly at the posterior end of the medial stripe, rest on top of centripetal cells (Fig. 1J and data not shown). The rho-lacZ cells that move forward over the nurse cells do not contact the nurse cells directly but instead move on an intervening layer of extremely thin stretch cells (not shown in Fig. 1 ; Tran and Berg, 2003; Ward and Berg, unpublished results) .
Phase 3: paddle maturation
During paddle maturation, both roof and floor cells again change shape. In stage 13, roof cells increase their apical surface area, reversing their earlier apical constriction (blue cell footprints in Figs. 1E vs. D) . At the same time, the rholacZ cells change shape on the inner surface of the paddle. This process involves a shortening along the apical -basal axis, a reversal of their earlier elongation (Figs. 1E Vvs. D Vand 3F vs. E). Together, these shape changes in the roof and floor create the mature shape of the paddle, which is wider and flatter than the cylindrical stalk. The increased width of the paddle relative to the stalk is correlated with three asymmetries: (1) The roof cell array is 4 -5 cells wide over the paddle and only 3 -4 cells wide over the stalk (Figs. 1E and 8A) . (2) Roof cells over the paddle expand their apices more than roof cells over the stalk (data not shown). (3) The floor cell array under the paddle is two cells wide, while under the stalk it tapers and then becomes one cell wide (Figs. 1EVand 3F) .
During stages 12 and 13, as the nurse cell volume decreases, the dorsal appendage primordia rotate. The rholacZ cells maintain their position under the high-Broad cells, although the whole dorsal-appendage-forming unit rotates from the top of the egg chamber down around the side of the egg chamber. Thus, the roof cells, which were formerly dorsal, become lateral and the rho-lacZ cells, formerly ventral, become medial (Figs. 1J V and KV). Nevertheless, the roof cells remain on the outer surface of the appendage, while the floor cells continue to line the inner surface. From stage 13 on, the rho-lacZ cells line the inner surface of the paddle and the anterior portion of the stalk (Figs. 1FV , L , LV, and 3F). Posteriorly, these rho-lacZ cells separate the dorsal appendages from the nurse and stretch cells; at the anterior, they separate the two paddles.
Morphogenesis begins normally in bullwinkle mutants
The molecular and morphological features of wild-type floor and roof-forming cells provide a basis for interpreting defects in mutants with abnormal dorsal appendages. The vast majority of such mutants affect dorsal appendage formation by disrupting the patterning of the appendage primordia. To focus on the process of morphogenesis specifically, we have analyzed the bullwinkle (bwk) mutant, which accomplishes the initial patterning normally but displays moose-antler-shaped dorsal appendages (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) . The chorion defects include short and wide stalks, short and wide paddles with irregular edges, and occasional small spurs or prongs (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) . To understand the bwk eggshell phenotype, we investigated the nature of the morphogenetic abnormalities that generate bullwinkle dorsal appendages.
We envisioned several potential mechanisms that could generate the short, broad moose-antler-shaped appendages of bwk egg chambers. The appendages may remain too wide, for example, if the apices of the roof-forming cells do not constrict. Alternatively, bwk appendages may result from the failure of the apically constricted population to reconfigure during stage 11 from a short, wide almond-shaped array to a long, narrow array. Furthermore, aberrant floor cell movements or shapes or abnormal anterior extension could cause the mutant's short, wide appendages. To investigate these possibilities, we employed several complementary approaches. First, we visualized roof-forming cells in fixed bwk egg chambers by immunocytochemistry with antibodies recognizing BR and ECAD. Second, we analyzed the contribution of the rho-lacZ cells to the bwk phenotype. Third, we observed cell shapes and movements in cultured bwk egg chambers by expressing GFP-Moesin throughout the follicular epithelium. In both cultured and fixed bwk egg chambers, stages 10B and early 11 proceed normally. Normal numbers of roof-forming cells express high levels of BR and constrict apically (data not shown), while rho-lacZ turns on correctly in ''G''-shaped rows consisting of the wild-type numbers of cells (mean bwk = 12.3 cells/appendage, SD = 1.7, n = 221 cells from 18 appendages). Analyses of later stages, however, revealed cell shape and movement defects in both the roof and floor cell populations, suggesting possible mechanisms for bwk action.
bullwinkle defects in roof and floor subpopulations
In bullwinkle mutants, defects in both roof and floor formation become evident shortly after morphogenesis begins. Although apical constriction occurs normally in roof cells, the roof cell apices usually fail to reorganize from an almond shape into a normal triangular array by late stage 11 (7 of 8 fixed egg chambers). Instead, bwk roof cells form a blunt array that, even in stage 12, is abnormally short (Figs.  6F vs. B) and/or wide (Figs. 7F vs. B) . Thus, bwk mutations do not affect individual roof cell shape per se but rather impair the coordination and movement of the roof cell population.
Floor formation is also impaired in bwk egg chambers. Although bwk floor cells begin to elongate normally, . (D -F) Deeper (more apical) sections at the same time points reveal the progress of the lumen, which is advancing forward inside the tube. White arrowheads in E and F mark the anterior limit of the right lumen. By stage 13, the lumen reaches the front of the tube. Due to a slight tilt in the egg chamber, the lumen can only be followed along its entire length in the upper (right) dorsal appendage in this optical section. (G) Although apical constriction occurs normally in cultured bwk egg chambers, anterior extension is abnormal. The dorsal appendage-forming cells commonly do not advance to the anterior of the egg chamber, the two dorsal appendages are often asymmetrical, and the shape of the lumens is frequently aberrant (arrowhead, H). The follicular epithelium did not advance anteriorly at later time points. See Movie 3 for time-lapse movie of egg chamber featured in G and H. (I) A lateral section of a different cultured bwk egg chamber, anterior to the left. The follicle cells appear disordered and gaps are present in the Moesin staining, suggesting defects in cell adhesion (arrowhead).
extending beneath the nascent roof in late stage 11, they display defects in several subsequent stages. During tube formation, bwk floor cells frequently separate along their basolateral margins (Figs. 6G and K, arrowheads, vs. C) and the most lateral rho-lacZ cells of the anterior row often project too far laterally, sticking out of the fan (brackets in Figs. 6G and K). Occasionally, the rho-lacZ cells fail to meet and fuse properly, resulting in a discontinuous floor (Figs. 6G and H vs. C and D) . Since the floor cells remain attached to roof cells along the sides of the tube throughout wild-type morphogenesis and since the roof cell population displays an abnormal configuration, defects in floor formation might be a secondary consequence of defects in roof morphogenesis (or vice versa). Rarely, however, bwk egg chambers produce a roof array of normal dimensions (Fig.  6J) ; these egg chambers still exhibit rho-lacZ cell abnormalities (Fig. 6K) , suggesting that the bwk floor defects are independent of roof cell behavior.
Following this aberrant tube formation, anterior extension often occurs abnormally in both fixed and cultured bwk egg chambers. Movie 3 shows how anterior extension begins normally but subsequently stalls before the appendage-forming cells reach the anterior end of the egg chamber (Movie 3, excerpted in Figs. 5G and H). In addition, fixed and cultured bwk egg chambers frequently display aberrantly shaped tube lumens that are either bent or expanded (Movie 3 and Fig.  5H, arrowhead) . This phenotype may result from a compression of the tissue due to incomplete anterior extension. Alternatively, it may reflect a misregulation of tube diameter (Lubarsky and Krasnow, 2003) or the inability of tubeforming cells to adhere to the chorionic extracellular matrix. Cultured bwk egg chambers exhibit other defects consistent with abnormal adhesion, including rounded-up and delaminating follicle cells (arrowhead, Fig. 5I ).
During anterior extension, the floor cell population becomes increasingly disorganized, often forking around large clefts (Figs. 7G, arrowhead, and Fig. 8F, arrow) . This phenotype may represent a more advanced stage of the basolateral discontinuities we observed in stage 11. The roof cell population can also bifurcate (arrow, Fig. 8E ). This bifurcation of the tube correlates with the secretion of prongs and spurs of chorion that project off the main dorsal appendage in the mutant (Figs. 8E -H) .
Finally, bwk floor cells display defects during paddle maturation. Because bwk paddles are wider than those present on wild-type egg shells, we hypothesized that the rho-lacZ cells do not shorten properly during paddle formation. To test this prediction, we compared the length of rho-lacZ cells in fixed stage 13 wild-type and bwk egg chambers. We find that the bwk rho-lacZ cells indeed remain 27% more elongated during paddle formation than wild-type cells (wt = 26 Am, SD = 10, n = 31 cells; bwk = 33 Am, SD = 12, n = 36 cells; P < 0.01; see Materials and methods.) Thus by late stage 13, the abnormally wide shape of the bwk moose-antler appendages (Fig. 8H) is prefigured by the abnormally elongated configuration of the rho-lacZ cells (Figs. 8F and G) .
Discussion
Dorsal appendage formation is an attractive model because it provides a relatively simple and yet multifaceted example of epithelial morphogenesis. In this discussion, we highlight the important features of wild-type dorsal appendage morphogenesis, contrast our findings with earlier models of dorsal appendage formation, and draw parallels with known morphogenetic events. In addition, we use our analysis of the bullwinkle mutant to generate hypotheses about the molecular mechanisms of bwk pathway function.
The dorsal-appendage-forming cells undergo shape changes and movements that are tightly controlled in space and time, with subpopulations carrying out distinct behaviors at precise periods. Indeed, our work emphasizes the fact that the dorsal appendage-forming cells are not a single cohort. We distinguish two subpopulations of dorsal appendage-forming cells by molecular and morphological criteria (see Table 1 ). While previous investigators assumed that dorsal-appendage-forming cells possess a single cell fate, our studies suggest that these subpopulations represent distinct cellular identities. Furthermore, we establish a link between cell fate and the specific events of morphogenesis by examining molecular markers that reflect the cells' patterning histories and placing these markers into the morphogenetic context. Future studies will illuminate how these subpopulations are specified and maintained as separate entities while also coordinating their behaviors to achieve successful morphogenesis.
In addition to defining the roof and floor subdomains, our detailed morphological analyses have clarified certain key aspects of dorsal appendage formation. The preexisting model of dorsal appendage morphogenesis suggested that a subset of the centripetal cells formed the dorsal appendages by leaving the epithelium to move anteriorly (King, 1970; King and Koch, 1963) . This model can now be refined in two important respects. First, our analysis clearly shows that the dorsal-appendage-forming cells do not participate in centripetal migration; instead, the dorsal appendage primordia arise immediately posterior to the centripetal cells. Although they remain closely associated with the centripetal cells, resting on top of them until late stage 12, dorsal-appendage-forming cells compose a morphologically distinct population that is likely to act under separate molecular control.
Second, King (1970) suggested that a ring of cells secretes the base of the dorsal appendages and that subsequent cells migrate over the earlier arrivals to secrete the more distal parts of the appendage (reviewed by Spradling, 1993; Waring, 2000) . This model requires that cells move over each other, resulting in temporary doublelayering of the roof epithelium. Despite our detailed 3D analysis, however, both fixed and cultured egg chambers provide no evidence of cells exiting the follicular epithelium to move mesenchymally over other cells (see Movie 4, and Reslices section in Materials and methods). Instead, dorsal appendage formation involves the movement of cells in cohesive sheets. Thus, our studies demonstrate that the basic mode of movement of dorsal-appendageforming cells is fundamentally different than previously thought and more closely resembles Drosophila salivary gland, spiracle, and ventral furrow formation, as well as vertebrate gastrulation and neurulation (Costa et al., 1993; Fristrom, 1988; Hogan and Kolodziej, 2002; Hu and Castelli-Gair, 1999) .
Stable apical constriction leads to epithelial curvature and coherence
Tube formation during dorsal appendage development in D. melanogaster involves apical constriction of the roofforming cells. As a consequence of apical constriction, formerly columnar epithelial cells assume a wedge or 'bottle' shape. Apical constriction occurs throughout metazoan development, e.g. during amphibian, fruit fly, and sea urchin gastrulation (Costa et al., 1994; Hardin and Keller, 1988; Kimberly and Hardin, 1998) , as well as primary neurulation in chordates (Davidson and Keller, 1999; Smith et al., 1994) . In some contexts, apical constriction results from passive deformation by external forces (Bard and Ross, 1982; Fristrom, 1988) . Apical constriction of the roof precursors during dorsal appendage formation, however, is likely to be an active cell-shape change. This process occurs in a select subset of columnar follicle cells, precedes the dramatic cell-shape changes of the floor precursors, and contrasts with the uniform flattening that occurs in mainbody follicle cells at this time. Furthermore, Ras null follicle cells do not constrict apically, even when surrounded by constricting wild-type cells (James et al., 2002) . Finally, the accumulation of apical actin in roof cells is consistent with active contraction by an actomyosin purse-string mechanism, which has been hypothesized to cause apical constriction in other contexts, including gastrulation (Leptin et al., 1992; Young et al., 1991) .
Unlike amphibian, sea urchin, and fruit fly gastrulation, during which apically constricted 'bottle cells' form only transiently (Hardin and Keller, 1988; Kimberly and Hardin, 1998; Leptin, 1999; Shih and Keller, 1992) , dorsal appendage roof cells remain constricted for the majority of morphogenesis. Whereas in many other contexts, apical constriction precedes an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, the roof cells never exit the epithelium in which they arise. In both of these respects, dorsal appendage formation more closely resembles vertebrate neural tube and Drosophila salivary gland morphogenesis (Colas and Schoenwolf, 2001; Myat and Andrew, 2000; Schoenwolf and Smith, 2000) . To understand why the roof cells maintain constricted apices throughout the bulk of dorsal appendage formation, it is helpful to consider the possible functions of apical constriction.
Apical constriction likely plays at least two roles in dorsal appendage morphogenesis. First, apical constriction probably helps to shape the chorionic appendage, which has a cylindrical stalk posteriorly and a flat paddle anteriorly. The apical constriction of the roof-forming cells may physically flex the epithelium, as in amphibian neurulation (Davidson and Keller, 1999) . Since the tube of dorsalappendage-forming cells acts as a mold into which the chorion proteins are secreted, the constriction-induced curving of the roof epithelium translates into the curved shape of the chorionic stalk. If apical constriction creates curvature in the follicular epithelium and the resulting chorion, one would expect the roof cells to unconstrict their apices when forming flat chorionic structures. This apical expansion is indeed observed in stage 13 while the follicle cells are forming the paddle. Second, apical constriction may cause the dorsal appendage-forming cells to adhere more tightly to one another by shortening and concentrating the apically located adherens junctions (Fristrom, 1988) . Increased adhesion between the apically constricted roof-forming cells may facilitate morphogenesis by fortifying the epithelium to withstand the mechanical stresses experienced by this morphogenetically active tissue (Tepass et al., 1996) .
Change in roof array suggests intercalation
The roof cells, while maintaining constricted apices, undergo a dramatic change in configuration . The narrowing of the roof population from a wide almond (Figs. 1B and 2J ) to a long oval (Figs. 1D and  2N ) contributes to the lengthening of the tube and of the dorsal appendage within. Our analysis of the bwk mutant demonstrates that if the apically constricted roof cells fail to adopt a forward-pointing triangle configuration and instead remain in the medial-laterally elongated almond, the resulting chorionic appendages will be abnormally wide.
What mechanisms might explain the observed narrowing and lengthening of the roof cell array? Our data suggest that at least three cellular mechanisms may contribute: (1) the continued constriction observed throughout stage 11, in which already apically constricted cells reduce their apical diameters twofold more, contributes to the transition by narrowing the overall medial-to-lateral dimension of the roof-forming array. (2) Movements and shape changes of the floor cells may also contribute to the narrowing of the that produces elongation (extension) of epithelial tissues in both vertebrate and invertebrate embryos (Cooper and Kimmel, 1998; Irvine and Wieschaus, 1994; Keller, 2002; Lengyel and Iwaki, 2002 ).
Since we have not marked and followed individual cells throughout dorsal appendage formation, we cannot be certain that the dorsal-appendage-forming cells rearrange (i.e., exchange nearest neighbors) in the plane of the epithelium. Nonetheless, our work has produced indirect evidence suggesting that cell rearrangement plays a role in dorsal appendage formation. While the total number of apically constricted cells is the same in early stage 11 and early stage 12, the configuration of cells changes in a manner consistent with rearrangement. In early stage 11, the apically constricted array is nine cells long (from anterior to posterior) at the longest point, while in early stage 12 it is longer (13 cells long at the longest point; Figs. 2K vs. N, 54 and 55 apically constricted cells, respectively). Interestingly, dorsal appendage formation in D. virilis also involves the apical constriction and possible rearrangement of high-Broad roof cells (James and Berg, 2003) .
Directed cell elongation forms the floor
Once morphogenesis begins, the rhomboid-lacZ marker specifically identifies the floor cells, offering an unprecedented view of floor formation. The floor cells undergo three distinct periods of cell-shape change: (1) early elongation in stage 10B, (2) late elongation during stages 11 and 12, and (3) cell shortening in stage 13.
Late floor cell elongation bears certain morphological resemblances to Drosophila embryonic dorsal closure, which has been likened to wound healing in vertebrates (Harden, 2002; Jacinto et al., 2001; Kiehart et al., 2000; Ramet et al., 2002; Wood et al., 2002) . During dorsal closure, a gap in the ectoderm is sealed as two sheets of epithelial cells elongate from the left and right sides of the embryo towards the dorsal midline where they fuse (Harden, 2002) . Likewise, during dorsal appendage formation, floor cells from the anterior and medial rows elongate toward each other until they meet and seal. Both processes entail the directed elongation of a group of cells upon a second group of apically constricted cells; in both contexts, two cell-fronts advance until they meet to form a continuous layer. Future studies will determine if these morphological parallels are borne out by molecular parallels.
Another outstanding question is what causes the rho-lacZ cells to undergo the dramatic movements and cell-shape changes that form the floor? The cytoskeletal alterations necessary for elongation may be regulated by the Rho, Rac, and Cdc42 family of GTPases or by their effectors, such as Rho Kinase 2, which is required for cell elongation during vertebrate gastrulation (Marlow et al., 2002) . During dorsal closure, the small GTPases serve as upstream activators of the JNK pathway, which is in turn essential for elongation of the leading-edge cells (Harden, 2002) . Fos, one of the most downstream components of the JNK pathway, is necessary for elongation during dorsal closure (Reed et al., 2001; Riesgo-Escovar and Hafen, 1997) and is also required during dorsal appendage morphogenesis (Dequier et al., 2001) . The timing of Fos expression appears consistent with a role in floor cell elongation (data not shown), but future studies are necessary to determine whether floor cell elongation requires Fos.
Coordination between roof and floor cells
The roof-and floor-forming cells display distinct morphologies, behaviors, and molecular profiles, yet their actions must be intimately coordinated throughout morphogenesis to form and lengthen an intact tube. During stage 11, for example, many cell shape-changes and movements must be coordinated to transform the flat single-layered epithelium into a nascent tube. During this rapid transformation, features of roof and floor formation are subtly graded from anteriorto-posterior and/or from medial-to-lateral, including apical constriction and floor cell elongation. The secretion of a morphogen affecting both roof and floor cell gene expression is one appealing mechanism by which coordination of the two populations could be achieved.
Another phase of morphogenesis requiring coordination of roof and floor cells is anterior extension. During this process, both cell populations must move forward, and eventually arrest, in concert. Although we have not established which population is driving this anterior movement, the high-Broad roof cells may actively migrate on the basal lamina ensheathing each egg chamber, pulling the floor cells forward passively, as in epiboly during vertebrate gastrulation. This possibility seems likely since in stage 13 bullwinkle mutants, high-Broad cells appear able to advance despite compromised rho-lacZ cell movement (arrowheads, Fig. 8G). Furthermore, the roof cells of cultured egg chambers extend filopodia (data not shown), suggesting an active movement. Nonetheless, it is also possible that the required force could be generated at the rear of the epithelium by convergent-extension or that floor cells contribute to anterior movement. Studies that disrupt cytoskeletal or adhesion functions in small clones of follicle cells may clarify whether one or both subpopulations are actively motile during dorsal appendage formation.
bullwinkle disrupts both roof and floor morphogenesis
Although each subpopulation appears correctly fated in the bwk mutant and the initial events of morphogenesis occur normally, both roof and floor cells display later abnormalities. Why might roof formation be defective in bwk? bwk roof cells reduce their apical size normally throughout stage 11, so their unusually wide arrays do not result from a defect in this shape change. If intercalation drives anterior extension, then a defect in this process might explain the shorter and wider dorsal appendages of the mutant. Alternatively, defects in floor cell movement could potentially impair roof formation, as the two populations remain moored to each other throughout morphogenesis. In wild type, the lateral-most rho-lacZ cells elongate towards the midline and may pull the attached roof cells in that direction, thereby exerting a force that narrows the mediolateral extent of the array. In bwk mutants, however, the lateral-most rho-lacZ cells often fail to project towards the midline; instead, they jut out to the side. The persistent lateral presence of these cells may hinder the medial movement of the attached roof cells. Only by developing methods to specifically block movement of either the roof or the floor-forming populations will it be possible to assess their relative contributions to active motility.
In addition to the above positional defects, rhomboid-lacZ cells often fail to form a cohesive floor and detach from each other along their lateral surfaces. The observed floor cell phenotypes are consistent with an adhesion defect, resulting either from insufficient adhesion between floor cells or from their excessive adhesion to the substrate. For example, the frequent failure of anterior-and medial-row rho-lacZ cells to seal into a continuous floor may represent a failure to establish the adhesive contacts that stabilize epithelial fusion events . Our culture studies also support the presence of adhesion defects in bwk egg chambers: bwk follicle cells round up and delaminate and the integrity of the follicular epithelium appears generally compromised. Although the distribution of E-cadherin is normal in bwk egg chambers, other molecules governing cell-substrate adhesion may be misregulated in bwk egg chambers, including integrins, FasIII, or other cadherins.
Mutations in bullwinkle affect other processes, including follicle-cell shape change and movement. How might this single gene impinge upon all these phenomena? Because the bwk gene product is a putative transcription factor and is required in the germline for the proper morphogenesis of the overlying somatic follicle cells, it likely influences these processes by regulating a signal between the two cell types (Rittenhouse and Berg, 1995) . Altering this signal in the mutant could disrupt extracellular matrix composition, compromise focal-adhesion-kinase or integrin function, or modify cytoskeletal organization, preventing the adhesive and cytoskeletal changes necessary for morphogenesis. Although the nature of the germline-to-soma signal remains elusive, genetic studies demonstrate that the bullwinkle dorsal appendage phenotype can be enhanced and suppressed by interacting genes that function in the somatic follicle cells (Tran and Berg, 2003) . This result, together with our analysis of the morphogenetic process, highlights the intimate cooperation between adjacent tissue layers that is necessary for complex morphogenesis.
Dorsal appendage formation, in its relative simplicity, nonetheless offers a rich array of cell shape-changes and movements that can be imaged in living specimens and dissected with genetic tools. As such, it represents an excellent arena in which to investigate epithelial morphogenesis as well as an important opportunity for elucidating how different organisms build dramatically distinct body plans with similar genetic building blocks.
